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Mark:   MOUNJARO MOUNJARO 

 

    
 

Goods and Services: Class 44 - Medical information services in the field of diabetes 

Serial Number: 97596856 

Owner:  Eli Lilly and Company 

 

 

CHANGES TO DESCRIPTION OF THE MARK THROUGH THE AMENDMENT 

(The green shows additions and the strike out shows deletions.) 

 

The mark consists of motion incorporating sound. The motion component of the mark consists 

of: red and purple triangles with rounded edges rising and growing from a blank space as they 

cross each other - the purple triangle from right to left and the red triangle from left to right. 

Next, the red triangle moves in front of the purple triangle as the word element "MOUNJARO" 

appears from below and the triangles shrink, forming the letter "m" above the letter "j" in the 

word element "MOUNJARO."  The sound element begins with the start of the motion element 

and carries through to the end of the motion, concluding in unison. The sound element consists 

of the piano notes high and low F played together, high and low G played together, A and 

connected to another A and then a C note played in unison at the same octave C4. In the 

background of the piano notes, digitally created strings play the sequence low C and low F, low 

D and G, and long low E and low F connected to a long low E and low F, C and a digitally 

created Bass plays D F, E G and A C. After the piano sequence ends, the notes of the strings and 

bass continue for a quarter note, which is overlaid with a glockenspiel and bell, the glockenspiel 

plays a high C eighth note connected to a quarter note while the bell plays a C eighth note 

connected to a quarter note, with a digitally enhanced echo effect as the music and motion 

conclude. 

 

 


